USE OF GREEN PASS IN ITALY. WHEN AND WHERE:
As of August 6, 2021, Italian Authorities have established the mandatory requirement of a
“Green Pass” or EU Digital Covid Certificate or equivalent* certificate recognized by the
Italian Authorities, for any person aged 12 and above, in Italy, wishing to:





access any indoor dining services;
take part in public events, including cinemas, theatres and sporting events;
visit museums and other cultural institutions;
attend swimming pools, gyms, Spas, wellness and thermal centres, theme and amusement
parks, cultural and leisure centres, casinos, gaming halls;
 attend exhibitions, trade fairs, conferences and congresses.
As of September 1, a “Green Pass” or EU Digital Covid Certificate, or equivalent* certificate
recognized by the Italian Authorities will be compulsory also to board:
 airplanes;
 ships and ferries for inter-regional transportation (not including ferry connections in the
Strait of Messina);
 High speed trains (such as Intercity or Frecce);
 Buses for inter-regional transportation;
 Chartered buses with driver.
A Green Pass to be used for the aforesaid purposes must show proof of either having received one
dose of vaccine; or of a negative result of a molecular or antigenic test carried out in the previous 48
hours; or of having recovered from Covid-19 in the previous 6 months. Kindly note that a
certificate proving that you have received the first dose of a two-dose vaccine (meaning that
you are waiting for the second dose) will not be enough to enter Italy from abroad. Such a
certificate is valid only once in Italy. Holders of a vaccination certificate issued by the Health
Authorities of the Republic of San Marino are temporarily exempt from the previously mentioned
Green Pass requirements, until October 15, 2021, in accordance with article 6 of Legislative Decree
of August 6, 2021, n. 111.
*Currently, according to the Italian Ministry of Health, equivalent certificates for national
purposes are those issued by Health Authorities in Canada, Japan, Israel, United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland and the United States, if they respond to all requirements set forth by
the Italian Ministry of Health. Not all equivalent certificates are sufficient to enter Italy without
further requirements.

